What are cancer genes, and how do they upset cell behaviour?
Some of the cellular changes underlying the presentation of cancer in a patient can already be understood in terms of mutations affecting specific gene functions. So far, only a few of the mutated genes responsible for carcinogenesis have been identified and these are chiefly involved in deregulation of cell growth rather than with the processes of invasion and metastasis. Proto-oncogenes are important cellular genes which can acquire gain in function mutations as random events in somatic cells. In their mutated, activated forms they are called cellular oncogenes or c-oncs. This distinguishes them from homologous DNA sequences captured by viruses from host cells in the course of retroviral evolution that cause cancers in animal hosts (viral oncogenes or v-oncs). In recent years, loss of function mutations have been identified in regulatory genes that normally serve to constrain cell growth. These are called tumour suppressor genes. Loss of function mutations may be transmitted in the germline, as in hereditary retinoblastoma, or arise de novo in somatic cells. The normal molecular mechanisms disrupted by mutations in tumour suppressor genes include processes regulating progression through the cell cycle.